KAMBA
(KAHM – BAH)

1ST-LEVEL FEMALE UNTHLATU DRAGON-KIN GAMBA FIGHTER (RED DRAGON BLOOD)

CR 1; SZ M (Humanoid); HD 1d12+2; HP 14; INT +0; SIZ 20 ft.; AC 12 (+1 natural)

Dodge, +1 natural; ATK +4 melee (1d6+3/20/2, bite), –1/–1 melee (1d4+1/20/2, 2 claws), or +1 ranged (1d6+3 and poison, throwing blade);

Face 5 ft.; by 5 ft.; Reach 5 ft.; SA None; SD Darkvision, Immunities, Natural Armor, Natural Weapons, Skill Penalty; AL LN, SV Fort +4, Ref +0, Will –2;

Str 17, Dex 11, Con 14, Int 10, Wis 6, Cha 12

Skills: Intimidate +1, Listen –2, Spot –2, Swim +3, Wilderness Lore –2

Feats: Energy Resistant

Languages: Korido, Draconic

KAMBA is an unthlatu (oonth-LAH-to), a race of reptilian creatures descended from half-dragon sorcerers. Though most of her people are still spellcasters, KAMBA is what is known as a “protector” or dindi (d-EEEN-deeh), bred and trained to defend her physically weaker kin from harm.

Unfortunately, her very first charge was attacked by a seven-headed hydra. KAMBA’s courage failed her, and she fled, leaving her charge to an almost certain death. Too ashamed to return to her people, she wandered for several years, until she eventually came to the village of Mounchili. She has since adopted the agocious halfeling Elxori as her new charge. Though Elxori publicly rebuffs KAMBA’s protectiveness, he has secretly taken a liking to the dragon-kin, and is thankful for her help.

Darkvision (Ex): Unthlatu can see in the dark up to 60 feet. Darkvision is black and white, but otherwise like normal sight, and unthlatu can function with no light at all.

Energy Resistant (Ex): The character has 5 points of energy resistance against an attack form that matches her dragon heritage. In KAMBA’s case, this is 5 points of fire resistance. This is a new feat found in the Nyambe: African Adventures sourcebook.

Gamba Fighter: Gamba are village warriors who place a greater emphasis on strength and toughness than any sort of formal training. Gamba are brute-force combatants, relying on speed, strength, and power to make up for a lack of training. Gamba are raised in rural communitites, and most join warrior societies upon initiation into adulthood. These organizations provide them with camaraderie and a minimal amount of combat training. Many gamba are only part-time warriors, spending the majority of their time herding or hunting, and only fighting when their community needs to be defended. They are distrustful of magic, and are especially suspicious of mchawi wizards and sei sorcerers. They get along best with other gamba.

Illiterate: Unthlatu are illiterate by default; the oral tradition is strong in Nyambe-tanda. They must spend 2 skill points to gain the ability to read and write any language they are able to speak.

Sanguar: Gamba are also proficient in the art of dodging, commonly known as sanguar. The Sanguar feat provides a dodge bonus to AC based on the character’s base attack bonus; gamba get this feat free at 1st level, and KAMBA has a +1 bonus. This is a new feat, found in the Nyambe: African Adventures sourcebook.

Immunities (Ex): Unthlatu are immune to all forms of sleep and paralysis.

Natural Armor (Ex): Unthlatu have a +1 natural armor bonus to AC.

Natural Weapons (Ex): Unthlatu have natural weaponry in the form of claw attacks and a bite attack. An unthlatu’s claw attacks inflict 1d4 points of damage each, and its bite attack inflicts 1d6 points of damage. These attacks are subject to all the usual rules affecting natural weaponry.

Skill Penalty (Ex): Unthlatu have little education or parental supervision. As a result, all unthlatu skills suffer from a –2 racial penalty. This penalty has already been factored into the skills listed above.

Unthlatu Dragon-Kin: The dragon-blooded unthlatu are descended from matings between human slaves of the Kosan Empire and sorcerous dragons. Over generations of exile in the Great Mangrove Marsh, inbreeding brought their dragon heritage to the fore, and crossbreeding with reptilian swamp creatures has changed them into an entirely new race. There are two major clans of unthlatu: the xLakiaa (k-OO-amOh-OO-an), or “lizard” clan, and the cUndjo (kUnc-OO-ng-EEED), or “poison water” clan. Marrying a member of the opposite clan used to be forbidden, but in recent years these restrictions have lessened somewhat. KAMBA is from the lizard clan.

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The gamba is proficient in the use of all simple and martial weapons, light armor, and shields. Note that armor check penalties for armor heavier than leather apply to the skills Balance, Climb, Escape Artist, Hide, Jump, Move Silently, Pick Pocket, and Tumble.

Possessions: 6 Throwing Blades (1d6/1d3, 20/4), woven backpack, fishing net, 10 iron fishhooks, clay jug filled with fresh water, 3 doses giant ant sting extract (injury DC 20, initial damage 1d4 acid, no secondary damage), 2 sunrods, 12 cp, 9 sp, 7 gp.
**SAMPLE CHARACTER**

**GIPAK (GEE - PAKH)**

1ST-LEVEL MALE NGOLOKO HALF-ORC N'ANGA CLERIC

CR 1; SZ M (Humanoid); HD 1d8; HP 8; INT 13; SPD 30 ft.; AC 9 (+1 Dex); ATK +2 melee (1d6+1/2d8, quarterstaff wielded 2 handed) or +1 ranged (1d6+2, thrown dagger); FACE 5 ft. by 5 ft.; REACH 5 ft.; SA SPELLS, REBuke undead; SQ Darkvision, Orc Blood; AL LE, SV Fort +3, Ref +1, Will +3; STR 15, Dex 8, Con 12, Int 14, Wis 13, Cha 8

**SKILLS:** Concentration +4, Knowledge (arcana) +6, Knowledge (religion) +6, Spellcraft +6

**FEATS:** Scent

**LANGUAGES:** Koro, Daka/kosa

The NGOLOKO half orcs honor the fiendish orisha, but out of fear rather than respect. They believe that by placating evil spirits, they can protect themselves and others from harm. Though Gipak would rather study the wizardly arts of the mokhon, the people of his village recognized his innate wisdom and convinced him to follow the way of the N'anga like his father. His faith is somewhat shifty, though, and given the chance, it is likely that he will someday abandon his clerical role for the corrupting power of arcane magic. Despite this, he cares greatly for the people of his community and his friends.

Gipak is from the nearby half-orc village of Kasa (kaah), and often comes to Mounchi to trade. Though the people of Mounchi do not entirely trust him, they do recognize his skills, and have often come to him for help in dealing with wayward spirits. Gipak is in Mounchi for the festival and to debate theology with his friend and rival Punga the Wayambe. They distill mchawi herbs and sell sorceries, and lock down upon nanala rogues.

**N'ANGA CLERIC:**

N'anga (n-AHN-gah) are the priests of Nyamban societies. Though all people make sacrifices to the orisha, N'anga devote their entire lives to making the will of the spirits manifest amongst the community. N'anga are responsible for performing many public rituals including those for birth, coming of age, marriage, and death. N'anga adventure to help their communities or further the goals of the spirits. N'anga do not form organized churches, though evil N'anga may come together in fiendish cults. Normally, being a N'anga is a hereditary occupation, and most are trained to assume their roles from childhood. Others come into the class later in life after having visions or encounters with powerful spirits. These "convert" N'anga often take their responsibilities more seriously than those who have inherited the "family business". N'anga get along best with canga and fighters. They distrust mchawi herbs and sell sorceries, and lock down upon nanala rogues.

**NGOLOKO HALF-ORC:**

The NGOLOKO (ng-oh-LOH-koh) half-orcs are the remnants of the once-mighty Kosan Empire. The kson orcs, removed from their position of dominance, were hunted down and killed without mercy by their former slaves. Opinions differed, however, on what to do with the NGOLOKO. The NGOLOKO, half-human and half-orc children born to human concubines, were of course innocent of any wrongdoing, and in the end it was decided to banish the NGOLOKO from human settlements. On their own, with no one else to turn to for help, the NGOLOKO thrived. Eventually, they bred true, and are now a race just like any other.

**ORC BLOOD:**

For all special abilities and effects, an NGOLOKO is considered an orc.

**REBuke UNDEAD:**

A N'anga of a fiendish orisha may attempt to rebuke undead a number of times per day equal to one plus his Charisma modifier. As a feat, a N'anga may take Extra Turning. This feat allows the N'anga to rebuke undead four more times per day than normal. A N'anga can take this feat multiple times, gaining four extra daily rebuking attempts each time.

**SANGUAR:**

A N'anga is also proficient in the art of dodging, commonly known as sanguar. The Sanguar feat provides a dodge bonus to AC based on the character's base attack bonus; N'anga get this feat free at 1st level, but Gipak only has a +0 bonus. This is a new feat, found in the **Nyamban:** African Adventures Sourcebook.

**SCENT:**

This extraordinary ability lets orishas detect NGOLOKO detect approaching enemies, sniff out hidden foes, and track by sense of smell. The NGOLOKO can detect opponents by sense of smell, generally within 30 feet. If the opponent is upwind, the range is 60 feet. If it is downwind, the range is 115 feet. Strong scents, such as smoke or rotting garbage, can be detected at twice the ranges noted above.

**OVERPOWERING SCENTS:**

Such as zorilla (skunk) musk or ghast stench, can be detected at three times these ranges.

The NGOLOKO detects another creature's presence but not its specific location. Noting the direction of the scent is a standard action. If he moves within 5 feet of the scent's source, he can pinpoint that source. The NGOLOKO can follow tracks by smell, making a Wisdom check to find or follow a track. The typical DC for a fresh trail is 10. The DC increases or decreases depending on how strong the quarry's odor is, the number of creatures, and the age of the trail. For each hour that the trail is cold, the DC increases by 2.

The ability otherwise follows the rules for the Track feat. Creatures tracking by scent ignore the effects of surface conditions and poor visibility. Creatures with the scent ability can identify familiar odors just as humans do familiar sights.

Water, particularly running water, ruins a trail for air-breathing creatures. False, powerful odors can easily mask other scents. The presence of such an odor completely spoils the ability to properly detect or identify creatures, and the base Wilderness Lore DC to track becomes 20 rather than 10. This is a new feat, found in the Nyamban: African Adventures Sourcebook.

**SPELLS:**

(3/2/1) Gipak knows and casts divine spells as a 1st-level cleric, and can also cast spells from the knowledge and magic domains of the fiendish orisha that he honors. The save DC, where applicable, is 11 + spell level. When a N'anga casts a spell, he is temporarily possessed by the spirit of his patron orisha. This phenomenon is known as acting as a farasi (FAH-RAH-SEE), or "horse" for an orisha. Although the player still retains control of the character, the farasi takes on the personality and motivations of his patron orisha for at least several minutes.

Gipak usually prepares the following spells:

**0 LEVEL** — cloud minor wounds, detect poison, mend

**1ST LEVEL** —bane, doom, detect secret doors (domain)

**SPONTANEOUS CASTING:**

A N'anga of a fiendish orisha can channel stored spell energy into inflict spells that he hasn't prepared ahead of time. A N'anga can "lose" a prepared spell in order to cast any inflict spell of the same level or lower (an inflict spell is any spell with "infect" in its name). A N'anga can't use spontaneous casting to convert domain spells into inflict spells.

**POSSESSIONS:**

Quarterstaff, 6 daggers, spell component pouch, silver unholy symbol, scholar's outfit, 2 saigs, 2 days trail rations, iron manacles, woven backpack, 1 flask unholy water, 34 gp, 8 sp.
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